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Personal Life

 John George Trump, uncle to President Donald Trump, was born in New York City, NY on August 


     21, 1907 to Frederick Trump and Elizabeth Christ Trump

 Youngest of three (3) children and the second son. Siblings are Fred and Elizabeth

 In his teens, he and his brother, Fred, worked together in real estate development and 

management at Elizabeth Trump & Son with their mother

Mother and Father: Elizabeth Christ and Frederick Trump
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Personal Life

Baptism record and Birth Certificate 
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Personal Life

 1935: John married Elora Gordon Sauerbrun (who also went to Polytechnic Institute) in Queens, NY

 They had three (3) children: John Gordon Trump (1938-2012), Christine Philip (1942-2021), Karen Ingraham (1948-present)


 Their engagement and wedding announcements made several newspapers

Elora Gordon Sauerbrun
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Education

 Trump left the family real estate business to pursue his career in electrical engineering

 1929: He received his bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn (presently 

named the New York University Tandon School of Engineering)


 1931: Received his PhD at Columbia Universit

 1933: Received his doctorate from MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Columbia University 1910
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Education

 When Trump was an undergraduate, he represented Polytechnic Institute at the fourth annual convention of the 

National Student Federation of America

 He was also the vice president of his 1929 class and was involved in the clay pipe-breaking and ivy-dedicating ceremony, 

where Trump dedicated his ivy plant to the new Polytechnic building

 Despite his vigorous studies, Trump still found the time for extracurricular activities, such as when he played a 

reporter in the play, “Copy”, while attending Polytech and was described as having an “unusually versatile 

acting ability”.
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Education

 From a young age, JGT demonstrated significant excellency in his work starting with his academics, where he was 

awarded Valedictorian for the class of 1929 amongst receiving the Mermaid Club Award and the Green Memorial 

Contest Medal
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Education

 In 1929, John Trump, described as a “prize-winning student”, was awarded the opportunity to join the faculty at the 

Polytechnic Institute as an instructor for the electrical engineering department for the following school year.
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Careers

 Dr. John Trump is most notably recognized for his innovative work in rotational radiation therapy and positive effects of 

treating cancerous tumors without damaging the surrounding tissue

 1933: JGT  joined the General Electric Company 

 1936: Returned to MIT as a professor and worked there until 1973 while continuing his research

 Together with Robert J. Van de Graaff, they developed numerous, news-worthy inventions and dedicated their lives to 

their work

 1946-1980: Directed the MIT High Voltage Research Laboratory
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Careers

 During his early years at MIT, he and Professor Robert J. Van de Graaff focused on the study of voltage insulation 

properties of high vacuum and compressed gas as well as eselectron acceleration and the interaction of radiation 

with living and non-living matter


 JGT and Van de Graaff designed one of the first million volt X-ray generators used in cancer therapy


 Some research concentrated on treating wastewater

1939: John Trump with a generator
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Careers

 After World War II, Trump stayed employed at MIT while also working with the Department of Radiology at the Lahey 

Clinic in Boston, where he later became Chairman of the Board and Technical Director.

 1973: Retired from MIT but continued on as a professor emeritus and remained a senior lecturer until 1980

 Trump continued to study the application of the use of a high-voltage accelerator in treating 

wastewater due to his concern about the contamination of untreated sewage being dumped into 

harbors and waterways
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Careers

 From his wastewater research, Dr. Trump’s calculations demonstrated that a 2-Mev electron radiation system was 

successful as a deactivating agent as the treatment for sterilizing wastewater sludge. Additional advantages included 

destroying viruses and bacterial and viral disinfection.

 1976: As a result of his findings, Trump and his business associates, with the support of the National Science Foundation, 

built the first sludge-sanitizing system for the plant on Deer Island, MA
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WW2 Operations

John George Trump WWII Draft Card 1940-1947
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WW2 Operations

 During WWII, Dr. Trump focused his attention on projects to aide in the war

 1940: joined the National Defense Research Committee (NDRC) as a technical aide to Dr. Karl Compton, President of MIT 

and Chairman of the Radar Division of the NDRC


 1942: Trump became the Secretary of the Microwave Committee of the NDRC

President Harry S. Truman with Dr. Karl Compton and members of the NDRC
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WW2 Operations

 Served as a liaison from the NDRC to the “Rad Lab” (MIT Radiation Laboratory) created by the “millionaire physicist” 

Alfred Lee Loomis where they created groundbreaking advances in developing practical devices and systems, which 

were widely used in field deployment in combat

 While in the NDRC, Trump also served as a member of the Steering Committee which was located on the MIT campus, 

Division 14 (radar division). He also served as the Head of the Radiation Laboratory’s Division 12 Service Team

M.IT. Campus
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WW2 Operations

 1943: Nikola Tesla passes away in his hotel room, Manhattan, NY. Assets/research were seized by the Office of Alien 

Property Custodian due to fear he was developing a “death ray”

 Trump was brought in by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) due to his reputation as a brilliant MIT scientist 

  He was asked to analyze Tesla’s documents that were being held in government custody. After a three-day 

investigation of all assets, Trump concluded that there was nothing hazardous; he then returned to his 

wartime activities
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WW2 Operations

 1944: United States decided to coordinate their efforts with the British. Trump was appointed director of 

th  department known as the British Branch of the Radiation Laboratory (BBRL) due to his influence in the 

development of radar and short-wave equipment until end of war, 1945

 BBRL operated as a department of Britain’s Telecommunications Research Establishment (TRE) at Malvern in 

Worcestershire. During this period, Trump was a member of General C. A. Spaatz’ Advisory Specialist Group on Radar. 

He was also the assistant director in charge of Field Service for MIT’s Radiation Lab.
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WW2 Operations

 Dr. Trump was given the responsibility of working directly with the Eisenhower Military Command

 Rode into Paris with General Eisenhower at the liberation of Paris. Began to set up another branch of the Radiation Lab

 Trump was later recognized by both the US and the UK for his partnership and performance during the wa

 1947: Awarded The King’s Medal for Service in the Cause of Freedom (KMS) by King George V

 1948: Awarded  The President’s Certificate of Merit presented by Harry S. Truman
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Atom Smashing
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Notable Accomplishments
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Accomplishments

 JGT and Van de Graaff developed one of the first million-volt X-ray generators used in cancer therapy:

 provided additional years of life to cancer patient

 initially used for clinical purposes in 1937 at the Collis P. Huntington Memorial Hospital in Boston, M

 In 1939, JGT and Carlton Lutts, a Boston Navy Yard engineer, discovered  that it could also produce a 

radiographic image of thick steel in 100 seconds vs. the 65 hours that it took using radium. This discovery 

became instrumental to the US shipbuilding and aircraft construction during WWII

Trump in 1949 with a high voltage X-ray generator
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Accomplishments

 Best known for his direction in the development of rotational radiation therapy

 Responsible for conceiving and developing the use of high-energy electrons for use in the treatment of superficial skin 

lesion

 1946: Dr. Trump resumed his work of his previous high-voltage research along with Van de Graaff and Denis M. 

Robinson. Together they initiated the High Voltage Engineering Corporation (HVEC) to manufacture Van de Graaff 

generators for use in nuclear research, industrial processing, radiography, and medicine.

Left to Right: Van de Graaff, Robinson, Trump at HVEC
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Accomplishments

 His work at MIT led to a cooperative 25-year research expedition with the Lahey Clinic

 1946-1980: Under the direction of Dr. Trump and the supervision of him, his staff, and the Lahey Clinic physicians, 

more than 10,000 patients were treated in the treatment facility in the MIT High Voltage La

 Trump authored approximately 80 scientific publications in the field of electrical engineering and radiology during his 

many years at MIT
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Accomplishments

 Trump was a fellow of the American Physical Society, Sigma XI, Tau Beta Pi, and was elected to the American 

Academy of Arts and Science in 1950

 He was also an associate member of the American Radium Society and the American Roentgen Ray Societ

 1977: Trump was elected to the National Academy of Engineering.   They later stated that he was a “pioneer” in the 

scientific, engineering, and medical applications of high-voltage machinery
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Accomplishments

 1974: Trump, the National Science Foundation, participants from MIT, the University of New Hampshire (UNH), the 

University of Massachusetts (UMass) and the High Voltage Engineering Corporation (HVE), evaluated the process of 

high-energy electrons being injected into sludge at the largest wastewater plant on Deer Island

 A series of extensive microbiological studies at MIT proved that toxic sludge could be disinfected by energized 

electrons
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Accomplishments

Trump’s tourist passport for Brazil

 TRUMP, J. et al, "Disinfection of municipal sludge and wastewater by energized electrons", Intern. Seminar of the WHO 

Use of Isotopes and Ionizing Radiation in Environmental Engineering", Sept 17-19, Sao Paolo, Brasil (1979)
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Awards and Medals

 1945: During World War II, members of Trump’s British Branch of the Rad Lab in France awarded him this certificate for 

his “unqualifiedly successful completion of his appointed task”

 They describe Trump as: “Director extraordinary, profound Scholar, intrepid protagonist, leader and inspirer of men, 

gentleman and friend”
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Awards and Medals

 1947: John Trump was awarded The King’s Medal for Service in the Cause of Freedom (KMS)

 This specific medal was instituted by King George IV during World War II for civilian foreign nationals of primarily allied 

countries

 Trump earned this by displaying meritorious service for his assistance to the US Air Force and his cooperation with 

Britain in the field of radar  that aided the interests of the British Commonwealth
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Awards and Medals

 1948: In addition to the King’s Medal, Trump was also awarded The President’s Certificate of Merit for outstanding 

service to his country by President Harry S. Truman

 This certificate was created by Executive Order 9734 by President Truman in 1946 for any civilian who has performed 

a meritorious act or service which has aided the US or any allied nation in prosecution of WWII
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Awards and Medals

 1960: Dr. Trump received the AIEE Lamme Medal, the highest recognition by the American Institute of 

Electrical Engineers

 This is awarded to individuals for meritorious achievement in the development of electrical apparatus or machinery

 In 1963, the AIEE organization merged with the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and is now awarded as 

the IEEE Lamme Medal
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Awards and Medals

 1983: Dr. Trump was awarded The President’s National Medal of Science. “for his introduction of new machines and   

methods for the widespread beneficial application of ionizing radiation to medicine, industry and atomic physics

 1985: Bestowed upon Dr. Trump by President Ronald Reagan on February 27, just six days after Trump’s death

 Award Discipline: Engineering
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 1937: Dr. Trump and his colleagues, one of them being Van de Graaff, were featured in a newspaper for giving papers 

from their research to the National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C

 Trump was also featured in a newspaper for his contribution of an accurate model of a 1,250,000 volt electrostatic x-

ray generator for the Technology exhibit at the New York World’s Fair
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 Dr. Trump and his work were mentioned in numerous newspaper and magazine articles, cited in countless research 

papers and was a source for multiple seminars and conferences throughout the decades
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War Diary

 Written by John G. Trump when he was director of the British Branch Radiation Lab (BBRL) between February 4, 1944 

and April 26, 1945 

 A first-hand account of the radar activities while Trump was serving a dual role with the BBRL and the US Army Air 

Forces in Europe with Edward Bowles, an MIT electrical engineer

 Includes his notes as he was traveling back and forth between England and other forward military positions
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War Diary
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War Diary

 February 25, 1944: Said farewell to Elora and Johnny at East Boston Airport for a 2:30 PM flight

 February 28, 1944: Arrived in London at 12:30

 March 2, 1944: Experienced first intense air-raid

 March 13, 1944: First full working day at BBRL

 March 26, 1944: Held first Steering Committee Meeting of BBRL

British Branch Radiation Lab (BBRL)
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War Diary

 May 9, 1944: Worked on the first BBRL monthly activity report

 June 6, 1944: (D-DAY) “The invasion is on.” Trump first heard the news from Curry at breakfast and then confirmed via 

German news that parachutists had landed in Normandy.  

 June 7, 1944: Reports of every type of radar working well and no serious jamming had been encountered on D-Day

Soldiers advancing on the beaches of Normandy on June 6, 1944 (D-Day)
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War Diary

 July 16, 1944: Informed that King George VI and Queen Elizabeth would be at TRE (their first visit to an experimental 

radar establishment) in 3 days and he would be their luncheon guest, to be seated next to the Queen.

 July 19, 1944: Formally introduced to Queen Elizabeth by Dr. Lewis and later to King George VI by Mr. Rowe.  

Discussed the Radiation Laboratory, the cooperation between the US and UK, the stimulating effect of TRE’s work, and 

post-war possibilities

King George VI and Queen Elizabeth
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War Diary

 April 2, 1945: Trump (along with a team of radar scientists) enters Germany for the first time

 April 8, 1945: Traveled with Dr. Lee A DuBridge, physicist, around Paris.  Discussed the war situation and the radar 

program

 April 10, 1945: Discusses with colleagues that there is no longer a need for radar assistance to AAF (Army Air Forces) 

from BBRL.  All personnel, except for about a dozen, will be released by May 15, 1945
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War Diary

 April 13, 1945: Trump is shocked to learn of the sudden death of President Roosevelt in the Stars and Stripes 

Newspaper. “Everybody sincerely believes that, while the war is safely in hand, his loss is particularly serious at this 

time when decisions must be made for the future peace.”

 April 18, 1945: Journalist Lowell Thomas informs Trump of the Nazi Concentration Camps at Ordruf and Weimar. “A 

camp for political prisoners who had been starved and many finally shot”
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War Diary

 April 19, 1945: Trump, Lowell Thomas, and associate correspondents meet with General George Patton to discuss the 

war.  “Patton is convinced that another war– this time with Russia– will closely follow the present one, and that it is 

necessary to keep this continually in mind.”

 April 20, 1945: Trump interviews captured German radar engineers in order to compare the difference between the US 

and UK radar efforts with the German efforts
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War Diary

 April 23, 1945: Discussion that the departing of BBRL could proceed as planned, with about 50 percent of personnel 

departing by May 15, 1945

 April 25, 1945: Presented a certificate from the members of The Advanced Service Base Laboratory BBRL, situated in 

Paris, France for his success as Director extraordinary, profound Scholar, intrepid protagonist, lear and inspirer of men, 

gentleman and friend

 April 26, 1945: “Took off at 9:20 p.m. for Prestwick and the good old USA”
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End of Life

 Dr. John George Trump died in Boston, MA at the age of 77 on February 21, 1985. Just six days later, President Ronald 

Reagan posthumously bestowed the President’s National Medal of Science upon him.

 Trump survived his beloved wife, Elora, by two years and diligently continued his research until the end of his life
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End Of Life

 His former business associate, Denis M. Robinson, wrote a beautiful obituary for John Trump and described him as 

being “remarkably even-tempered, with kindness and consideration to all, never threatening or arrogant in manner, 

even when under high stress.”

 Dr. John George Trump certainly left his stamp on the world and many of his research practices and innovations are 

still being used today.
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End Of Life
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Fun Facts

 1941: Trump was promoted to Associate Professor at MIT

 1952: Trump was then promoted to Full Professor at MIT

 Although he formally retired in 1973, Dr. Trump continued his active research program as Professor Emeritus, which is 

a lifelong title given to extraordinary professors to recognize their achievements, and remained at MIT as a senior 

lecturer
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Fun Facts

 During his three years with General Electric, Dr. Trump also completed his doctorate and begun his work as a 

professor in 1936

 He was a scientific advisor to both the U.S. and U.K. governments during WWII

 In the 1940s, Trump co founded a company to build particle accelerators and over the next 40 years, built over 500 

and are still a large industry player

 In addition to his many accomplishments, Dr. Trump remained a professor at the elite Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology for 44 years.

Trump with Van de Graaff at HVEC
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Fun Facts

 According to his War Diary, Trump and several others met up with General George Patton at “3rd Army HQ” for an 

interview and later all attended the 3rd Army briefing

 Trump contributed an accurate model of a 1,250,000 volt electrostatic x-ray generator for the Technology exhibit at 

the 1936 New York World’s Fair

1936: John Trump with a million volt X-ray machine
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Fun Facts

 May 4, 1944: Trump mentioned D-Day in his war diary, which means he knew of the plans to storm the beaches prior 

to the actual event on June 4, 1944.

 1944: On June 25th, Trump received a speeding violation from Military police while he was serving during WWII
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Fun Facts

 This innovative model of a human head and shoulders was essential in the studies of cancer-treating, super-voltage X-

ray dosages considering the model’s replicated density of bones, skin and tissues

Dr. Trump with Dr. Joseph Eugene Nelson and “Mr. Cruickshank”
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Fun Facts

 1950: Surrealist Sir Eduardo Paolozzi created a series of bronze heads inspired by Mr. Cruickshank after coming 

across an illustration of Dr. Trump’s and Dr. Nelson’s model in the National Geographic Magazine

Above: A closer look at Mr. Cruickshank
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Memorabilia

A yearbook page from “Honorary Engineering Fraternity” 
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Newspaper Excerpts
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Newspaper Excerpts
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